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XLink's managed Customer Edge router gives you 
control over your network’s gateway to the internet.

We’re simplifying the complexity 
of managing and preserving your 
security & network requirements.



Expertise
Our team of experts are ready and available to provide the 
consulting services you need to understand how best to 
boost your business infrastructure.

Managed Services
Our managed services provide remote device management, 
device configuration, monitoring, reports and alerts.

Customer Edge Router
Compact, cost-effective, highy reliable and secure LTE 
router for professional applications delivering high 
performance for mission-critical cellular communication.  
Our offering is equipped with connectivity redundancy 
options through dual SIM failover.

Implementation
Our implementation competency is inclusive of Proposed 
hardware relevant to your requirements together with 
Hardware configuration and testing. We also offer Logistics 
Services and Skilled Resources.

As connectivity becomes a permanent feature of many 
business processes and activities, your business internet 
link shouldn’t be kept at arm’s length. There are many 
cost- and productivity-benefits to be gained, such as 
restricting access to time-wasting services and better 
security oversight such as firewall systems. 

We are connectivity orchestration experts. How can we link you today?

Managed
CE Router Solution

Understanding the  challenges of  a router 
managed solution for your business

14 Years’
Experience

Expert Certified 
Installation (QIR)

Secure Compliant 
Solution (PCI DSS)

Regulatory Approved 
Technology (ICASA)

Level 3 BBBEE 
Accreditation

Why implement a Managed CE Router 
Solution for your business with XLink?

Active monitoring of customer network behaviour

Managed service

Availability of specialised resources

Maintenance and proactive diagnostics

Firmware and configuration updates

Preferred Provider
to Financial Services
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Creating such an environment by yourself is expensive and 
self-defeating. XLink’s Managed CE Router solution can be 
tailored to any business environment. Whether you are a 
small operator needing a reliable internet connection or a 
large company wishing to connect multiple branches on a 
private network, it can scale to meet those requirements.

XLink’s Managed CE Router can provide your business with a 
managed, monitored and maintained onsite router solution.

Some of the benefits of XLink’s 
Managed CE Router Solution

Poor configurations

Costly investment

Employing skilled security 
professionals

Effectively monitoring and 
managing threats


